Disclaimer for essential travel to destinations with code orange
I hereby agree and confirm that I am aware of the fact that I am booking a tour during the Covid
pandemic. I am aware that the government of my home country has issued a negative travel advice
for the African destination I am traveling to. My government may label it as a destination with serious
health risks or area where dangerous situations may arise for travelers. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs
advises to travel to this area only if it is essential. The trip I have booked is essential for me and I am
aware that the Ministry advises me - if I decide to travel anyway - to prepare very well.
I am aware that the travel advice is not obligatory: it remains my own responsibility to decide to go
and that of the travel organisation to decide whether or not to allow a trip canto take place.
My travel company African Travels accepts, in the broadest sense as permitted by law, no liability
resulting from the situation that the travel destination I have booked has a negative travel advice
while traveling to or at the travel destination and I will indemnify African Travels against possible
claims by third parties in this regard.
My travel company African Travels has pointed out to me the stated risks of traveling to an orangecoded destinations (negative travel advice) and I acknowledge that because of this risk I am not
entitled to cancel the agreement free of charge within 45 days before departure or to request a
refund of the monies paid. I also acknowledge that I am not entitled to any compensation on this
basis.
I am responsible for having the necessary documents on me, such as a valid passport or, where
required, any necessary visas, proofs of immunisations and vaccinations, PCR tests, driving licence or
international motor insurance certificate if applicable.
In the event I test positive for COVID 19 and cannot start the tour or board my flights, African Travels
will not be liable for any additional costs this may incur. However, African Travels will assist and
advice in the best possible way to make alternative travel arrangements etc.
Summarising: the mere fact that a country or area has been marked with a negative travel advice due
to Covid does not entitle the traveler to cancel free of charge. The actual conditions at the
destination and the surrounding area and the consequences of those conditions for the booked
services are decisive for this.
Name Traveler
Date

: Mr. / Miss / Mrs. ………………………………….…….………………………

: ………..……………………………………….………………………………………………
I agree with this disclaimer
I agree with the Terms and Conditions of African Travels https://africantravels.com/termsconditions/

Signature Traveler: ……………………..……………………………………………………………

This form must be signed by every traveler and not just by the lead booker.
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